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Skills ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

• JavaScript | TypeScript | React | Vue | Redux | Angular | Ember JS | React Native | Next JS | jQuery  
• Material UI | Chakra UI | Tailwind CSS | And Design | Bootstrap | CSS 

• Git | CI/CD | Jest | Mocha | Unit Testing | Microservices | Frontend  
Experience _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Senior Frontend Engineer  Fintavapay Abuja, Nigeria 05/2022 till date 

• Implemented and optimized continuous integration/deployment pipelines for frontend applications, streamlining the development 
workflow. Conducted thorough code reviews, load/stress testing, and various level of testing (unit, integration, end to end) to ensure 
the reliability and quality of the frontend codebase. 

• Implemented various payment checkout screen for third party payment integration via bank transfer, pay with fintech and other 
payment options. 

• Enhanced frontend application by integrating robust telemetry solutions, providing valuable insights into user behavior and application 
performance. 

Senior Frontend Engineer  International Breweries Banana Island, Lagos, Nigeria 03/2021 – 04/2022  
 

•  

• Spearheaded the creation of responsive and intuitive user interfaces, seamlessly integrating with backend microservices. Utilized 
frontend frameworks and libraries to achieve a modern and engaging user experience.  

• Designed and implemented scalable frontend architectures, incorporating best practices and design patterns, Collaborated with cross 
functional teams to optimize frontend performance and ensure a smooth user journey. 

• Led the end-to-end development of various frontend products, from initial system requirement analysis and partner dependencies to 
workload balancing, frontend implementation, testing, and the configuration of comprehensive monitoring and alerting systems. 
 

Frontend / Mobile Engineer  Omnibiz Lagos, Nigeria 09/2020 – 02/2021 

• Led the optimization efforts for responsive design, ensuring a seamless user experience across various devices and screen sizes 
• Implemented a version controlled code repository that held all frontend related modules including the mobile app. This mono repo was 

implemented via NX smart mono-repos. 
• Implemented and fine-tuned an advanced search feature, allowing users to easily find products through smart filtering, sorting and 

predictive search suggestions. 
• Developed and integrated personalized recommendation algorithms, enhancing user engagement by suggesting products on user 

preference, browsing history and purchase behavior. 
• Extended the application’s reach by implementing multi-language support, enabling customers from certain linguistic background to 

navigate and make purchases with ease. 
• Implemented a robust order tracking system with real-time status updates and notifications, keeping customers informed about the 

status if their purchases from order placement to delivery. 

Frontend Engineer  Afiari Lagos, Nigeria 02/2020 – 08/2020 

• Implemented a geolocation-bases store locator feature, allowing users to easily find nearby physical stores, providing a seamless 
transition between online and in-store shopping experiences. 

• Established a real-time inventory synchronization system, ensuring that the online platform accurately reflects the availability of 
products in nearby stores. This reduces the livelihood of out-of-stock and enhances customer satisfactions. 

• Enhanced the online grocery experience by incorporating smart shopping list that consider users’ preferred local stores, providing, 
personalized recommendations and ensuring a more tailored shopping journey. 

Frontend Engineer  Findcribs Lagos, Nigeria 12/2019 – 02/2020 

•   Implemented mobile app website for visualization and marketing 
 

Education ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bachelor of Science  University Of Benin Edo State, Nigeria 07/2020 

•   Building Construction and Quantify Surveying 
 

Top Projects __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

•   EXPEDITOR: Realtime delivery truck tracking and tracing system with insight about various irregularities on a trip (02/2022) 
•   BIZIPAY: A mobile money solution that offers a secure platform for users to manage their finances with convenience (11/2023) 
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